
“All Valley” School Districts Cooperative Middle School JV Program for 2017 

Basic Information for JV Coaches and Officials (Financial details are not included.) 

All middle school JV games and half-games will be played with the following supplemental 

rules in 2017: 

1. No kickoffs – ball placed on the 40-yard line of what would be the receiving team. 

2. No punts – ball placed on the nearest long line 25 yards from the line of scrimmage, if a 

team chooses to “punt” on fourth down. (Note: “nearest long line” might be less than 25 

yards from LOS.) 

3. If a “punt” under rule 2 would place the ball deeper than the 15-yard line, the ball would 

be placed on the 15-yard line. 

4. No kicking for extra points. 

5. 8-minute quarters and normal timing rules as per NFHS and WIAA rules. 

6. If enough players are eligible, a “fifth quarter” can be played under WIAA rules. 

7. Offensive coordinator may be on field: 

a. One coach for the offense can be on the field to call the plays in the huddle during 
the middle school JV games and half games. (Already being allowed in Fifth 
Quarters -- see comment below).  The offensive coach, after the huddle breaks, must 
retreat to a position approximately 20 yards behind the line of scrimmage and 
maintain that distance until the play is over. 

b. In the sole discretion of the referee, the coach calling the offensive plays may lose 
the on-field privilege if the referee comes to regard the coach as disruptive to the 
referee's concentration on the game.  Those serving in the referee position will be 
encouraged to warn first before removing this privilege, and may, in the game 
referee's sole discretion, reinstate the privilege in that same game or "half-game" on 
a "probationary" basis. 

c. The location of the offensive coach is meant to enhance the number of snaps the 
teams are able to run and to allow for a relatively quick decision by the offensive 
coach on whether to elect to "punt" on fourth down. 

d. Because plays are run at the defense and most JV teams will be running a standard 
base defense, the team on defense will not be accorded the privilege of a coach on 
the field unless we are in a true "Fifth Quarter."  An exception that the game referee 
could make would be for a defensive coach to assist his/her defensive players on 
their first series or two of an early-season game in lining up properly. 

 
Supplemental rules developed consistent with following quotes from WIAA Handbook: 
 
35.65.2 FIFTH (5th) QUARTER - A fifth (5th) quarter may be played.  The 5th quarter is for 
players who were not starters and played in three (3) quarters or less of the regular 
contest.  This quarter shall not include kick offs, punts, tries or field goals. 
 
Skillbuilding • Develop age appropriate skills • Focus on fundamentals • Develop skills as a 
foundation for improvement  
 
Middle School Coaches Shall Understand • Students have varying levels of ability, and coaches 
need to present a developmentally appropriate program for students.  
 


